


 CATEGORY RATING (Scale of 1-10) 9
  

 

1 Does the venue have existing positive reviews? YES 

2 Does the venue have existing negative reviews? YES 

3 Is the venue description and contact information correct and up to date? YES 

 Comments: 

The Twitter Page is well done, up to date and appears to be used frequently. The page has 3,978 followers, 

5,494 Tweets and is following 1,497. Photos and videos are organized nicely.

Online Reviews 

The website is very easy to find, it comes up prominently in Google search with a series of supporting sub 

links. The website structure is laid out very well making the entire site easy to navigate and quickly find what 

you are looking for. The events page only listed all the upcoming sporting events. We could not find any 

information on specific nights, events, DJs or event formats. The nightlife page has little information and a 

Bachelorette Party graphic which is also posted on the Bachelorette Party Page. The Bachelorette Party 

Graphic is well done, appealing and a nice selling feature for girl's night out party packages. The Functions 

Page is very well laid out and presents the venue very nicely. The Contact Page had all relevant contact 

information, hours of operation, dress code, directions and parking info, but no contact form to allow visitors 

to quickly and easily contact the venue. The GALLERY pages are loaded with galleries and seem to be updated 

immediately following events which is extremely important for spreading photos through social media.  

Gallery images are watermarked with promoter logos and only a small mention of the venue itself. The 

addition of a venue logo watermark would help increase marketing through picture sharing. The galleries 

also take you away from venue website to another site for viewing which means you lose the customer to 

another website. The MENUS pages look great. The Restaurant Menu is very well done. There is no Cocktail 

Menu available on the site stating "Check Back Soon...".

The Facebook Page is complete and active. The Event Galleries are abundant and up to date with over 33,000 

photos including tagged images. The quality of the photography is excellent. Current LIKES for the Page as of 

this report are 5,784 and the rating is 4 Stars which is very good. 47,778 people have "checked in" at the 

venue which is phenomenal! The EVENTS tab on the Facebook page is populated with all out dated events 

that have expired and there are no new events listed. There are nine reviews on the Facebook page. Two 

appear to be just spam. The rest are very positive other than one from an irate customer who posted on 

Tuesday November 26, 2013 about an unfavorable experience with a booked party. Overall interaction with 

Fans and status updates appear to be done very well and consistently.



 CATEGORY RATING (Scale of 1-10) 3
 

 

1 Was the building visible from the street? YES 

2 Was all signage lit and up to date? YES 

3 Was the parking lot clean and in order? N/A

4 Was the parking lot lit in all areas? N/A

5 Were all handicap spaces marked and available? N/A

6 Were all walkways clean in all areas? YES 

7 Was the dumpster and/or trash receptacles clean, closed and secure? N/A

8 Were all windows clean and clear? YES 

9 Was the music audible from the street? YES 

10 Was the smoking area clean? YES 

11 Were all doors opened for patrons entering and exiting the premises? YES 

 Comments: 

 CATEGORY RATING (Scale of 1-10) 8

The sign was lit and clearly visible from the end of the street. Parking was not a problem in the area on either 

night as there was a Celtics game on Friday and a Bruins game on Saturday that ended around 10PM opening 

up a lot of parking nearby. The exterior of the building was in good order. The sidewalks were a bit littered 

but no more than one would expect in the North Station area, especially after large sporting events. The left 

side of the door appeared to be used as a small smoking area. A few people were huddled together smoking 

in that area when we arrived on both nights. There was a small line on both nights that moved fairly quickly. 

On Saturday night it appeared that they were letting people in only as others left. The windows on the first 

floor appeared to be tinted so that we could not see what was going on inside, but the music was loud 

enough to hear from the street.

Building Exterior & Parking Lots 

The doors were being opened for everyone entering and exiting the building.

Most reviews are very mixed across several review sites. Google shows a 3.6 star average showing 138 

reviews. Most are positive but there are also a lot of negative reviews. Foursquare has a rating of 8.7 out of 

10 with 1,301 votes, but still a good amount of bad reviews mixed in. Urban Spoon rates it as 71% positive 

with 7 votes. YELP is the worst out of all the rating sites by far with only 2 stars. The majority of reviews on 

Yelp are extremely negative, especially the most recent posts. 40 reviews are visible from the first page. 2 are 

semi-positive and the remaining 38 are very negative. Some of the negative reviews detail unfavorable 

experiences, some seem to be intentionally bashing. All venue information, hours and imagery appears to be 

correct and up to date.



   Door Staff

1 Was there a line when you arrived? YES

2 Were you informed as to the approximate wait time? NO

3 Were you greeted at the door? YES

4 Was the door person standing at the door? YES

5 Did the door person check ALL IDs? YES

6 Was there an ID book visible at the door? NO

7 Did the door staff question any ID or use the ID book while present? YES

8 Did the door staff compare ID pictures to patron faces? YES

9 Was any of the door staff eating, smoking or not paying attention?  NO

10 Did the door person open doors for patrons entering and exiting? YES

11 Was the door staff pleasant and polite with all patrons?   YES

 Comments: 

 CATEGORY RATING (Scale of 1-10) 9
 

 

1 Were you greeted upon entering the premises in a timely manner? YES 

2 Were you charged a cover charge? YES

3 Was the sale rung in properly and proper change given? YES

4 Was the coat check open? YES

Cashier/Host/Hostess/Coat Check 

There were three or four guys visible at the door on each visit. One was checking IDs, the rest were opening 

doors and checking stamps on the hands of people coming in and out to smoke. All door staff were polite and 

pleasant both on arrival and when exiting for the night. IDs appeared to be checked thoroughly, comparing 

faces. A few were questioned and asked for backup. All in all, the experience at the door on both visits was 

very positive. On Saturday there were a few people that walked right by everyone and into the building. A 

few of the doormen went in and removed them immediately. It appeared that they were people that had 

previously been asked to leave attempting to reenter the premises. The interaction was calm and trouble 

free, but one of the individuals was yelling about having reserved a party and was very upset about not being 

allowed to reenter the building. As a group, we found the doormen to be very kind and courteous, contrary 

to a lot of the reviews we read online. They opened the doors coming in AND going out and thanked us for 

coming and wished us a good night. This was very much appreciated as its not something one would usually 

experience when leaving a Boston bar. 



5 Was the coat room attendant polite? YES

6 Was the coat room attendant eating, smoking, talking on the phone or texting? NO

7 Were you given the correct coats when departing? YES

 Comments: 

 CATEGORY RATING (Scale of 1-10) 9
 

 

1 Was the venue open and ready for business? YES 

2 Was the venue moderately lighted? YES 

3 Was the temperature comfortable and consistent in the room? YES 

4 Was the music playing at an acceptable level? YES 

5 Were all TVs on and programmed to suitable programs? YES 

6 Were the bar tops and tables clean and dry? NO

7 Were menus clean, readable and dry? YES 

8 Were the bar stools neat and in order? NO

9 Was the floor clean and free of spills and debris? NO

10 Were the POS guest displays working and visible to the customer? YES 

11 Were all visible areas behind the bar neat and in order? YES 

12 Were the back bar and all merchandise displays neat and organized?  YES 

13 Was the lighting around the bar areas adequate? YES 

14 Were condiments clean and in order? YES 

15 Were all tables, chairs and furniture neat and in order? NO

The cashier stand was immediately inside the door when we arrived. The cover charge on both nights was 

$10 per person, which seemed a bit high for the area, but there did not seem to be any resistance 

whatsoever paying it at the door. The cashier and hostess were very polite and inviting. A doorman scribbled 

X's on our hands on Friday night with a marker and used a stamp on Saturday for the same purpose. On 

Saturday we were handed a business card for a promoter's New Year's Eve Parties after paying the cover 

charge, which was a bit confusing as they promote parties at other venues and this card had nothing to do 

with this venue. The coat check is located on the top floor and was not seen on Friday night until we were 

leaving and happened to notice it when leaving. On Saturday night we checked a few coats which were $2 

each. Both checking and claiming coats was a smooth experience but the coat check girl seemed to take a 

while to go up the stairs and retrieve coats. The correct coats were returned and the attendant was polite 

and accommodating.

Ambiance 



 Comments: 

There did not seem to be any dress code whatsoever. A lot of the people attending reunions and private 

parties were very dressed up. Others coming from the sporting events were dressed sloppy or in sports 

jerseys. A lot of the guys were wearing hats, baggy clothes, boots etc.  

There were coats piled up all over the entire venue. Some tables had coats piled a few feet high on the 

first floor taking up valuable space and looked terrible. It appeared as if very few people took advantage 

of the coat check or even knew about it at all. It was a bit hard to find unless you already knew where it 

was. A lot of the bar stools on the back side of the third floor bar were covered with coats and several 

people were observed stepping and tripping over them throughout the night (I being one of them).

Three people on three different occasions were observed falling on the floor on the first floor in the open 

area about 20 feet outside the bathroom (just before the first table on the right coming from the 

bathrooms). One guy that fell was clearly over served but the other two seemed OK. Nobody was hurt but 

there may be an issue with the floor in that area and worth looking into. A girl also fell down the last 

flight of stairs on Saturday night around 12:45. She just stumbled and got right up. A few members of 

security rushed over, helped her up and made sure she was OK. She was on her way out of the building 

for the night and left immediately thereafter.

The stairs going all the way up throughout the building were littered with debris, straws and a few tracked in 

cigarette butts, especially on Saturday night. It was not REALLY bad but definitely noticeably neglected.

There was a very strong odor of marijuana throughout the venue (especially on Friday night). It was unclear if 

it was being used inside the venue or if it was just customers who obviously smoked it before coming in. 

Nonetheless is was very apparent throughout the building.

The night was in full swing upon arrival on both nights. There appeared to be a few private events going on at 

the same time on different floors. The music level was pretty loud but not so loud that you couldn't still carry 

on a conversation in most areas. There appeared to be one Dj on the mezzanine floor and the same music 

playing throughout the building. Music format was more or less top 40 and a good mix. All TVs were on and 

programmed to sporting events, music videos or with a venue oriented animated screen saver. A lot of tables 

and chairs were moved around and in disarray, most likely due to the large crowd. A lot of tables were wet 

and littered with empties on both nights but Saturday night was much cleaner. The servers and bussers were 

noticeably more active on Saturday night compared to Friday. The floors were clear in most areas but there 

were a lot of spilled drinks spotted throughout the venue, especially on the first floor. The POS systems were 

visible from most areas around the bar. The back bars were organized and lit nicely making it fairly easy to 

figure out what products were available. Lighting around the bar areas was at an acceptable level. It seemed 

to be a little too bright on the third floor on Friday night, almost as if the work lights were still on. Saturday 

night the lighting was much better.

There were several private events going on  both nights. We arrived just after 10PM each night and the 

crowds on each floor were noticeably different. There were signs on the walls saying each area was closed for 

private parties but there was nobody at each floor to stop anyone from coming in and mixing in with said 

parties. We roamed around the building freely all night during both visits. 



 CATEGORY RATING (Scale of 1-10) 6

1 Was the bar completely stocked, set up and ready for business? YES 

2 Was the back bar clean and organized? YES 

3 Was the overhead work lighting dim, but adequate to work under?  YES 

4 Was the bar top clean and dry? YES 

5 Were the bar floors clean and dry? YES 

6 Were there bar mats on all work areas behind the bar? YES 

6 Were the liquor bottles clean, lit and in order? YES 

8 Were drink specials clearly visible? NO

9 Were table tents out, clean, dry and up-to-date? YES 

10 Was hanging glassware clean and spot and debris free? YES 

11 Was the back bar attractive and inviting? YES 

12 Were the fruit trays set up correctly and covered?  YES 

13 Was the back bar and all merchandise displays neat and organized?  YES 

14 Was the lighting around the bar areas adequate? YES 

15 Were condiment bottles and trays clean and in order? YES 

 Comments: 

 CATEGORY RATING (Scale of 1-10) 7
 

Bartender 1st Interaction 

The Back Bar Area 

All of the bars appeared to be set up and organized fairly well. The bartenders on the fourth floor appeared 

to be running around looking for liquor during the night (especially on Saturday). The service area on the first 

floor was not very clean. There were several empty beer bottle boxes piled up in the area and visible from 

across the room. The bar tops were kept fairly clean for the most part and most of the bartenders were 

keeping up with keeping their sections clean and in order. The bar backs were very busy clearing empties and 

restocking the bars all night long.

The capacity levels were high on both nights. There seemed to be a lot more people in the building on 

Saturday night compared to Friday as it was very difficult to move around and/or find a place to stand 

without getting bumped into constantly. A few police officers were observed on Saturday night wandering 

around the venue. It was presumed they were just checking capacity levels.



1 Were the bartenders in position when you arrived? YES 

2 Were you acknowledged in a timely manner? YES 

3 Did the bartender take your drink order upon greeting you?  YES 

4 Were coasters or napkins placed in front of you when ordering? NO 

5 Were you informed of any house specials? NO 

6 Did the bartender attempt to upsell any mixed drinks or premium spirits? NO 

6 Were you offered a cocktail menu? NO 

8 Were you offered a kitchen menu? NO 

9 Did the bartender appear knowledgeable on the menus? NO 

10 Were drinks being served within 3-4 minutes of ordering? NO 

11 Did the bartender handle the glassware properly? YES 

12 Were refills being offered before glasses were empty?  NO 

13 Were guests under 30 being asked for ID by the bartender?  NO 

 Comments: 

 CATEGORY RATING (Scale of 1-10) 6

1 Did the bartender(s) introduce themselves to you? NO 

2 Were the bartenders in uniform? NO 

3 Were the bartender’s uniforms clean and presentable?  YES 

A huge number of patrons were either running tabs or paying for one drink at a time with a debit card, 

making a slow bar even slower. There was no credit/debit card minimum in place to deter customers from 

charging $8 at a time all night long and opening a tab instead to speed up the bar.

The entire venue was very busy during both visits and the crowd was so thick it was very hard to get to the 

bar and get a bartenders attention to place a drink order. The bartenders were all working at a decent pace, 

but did not seem to attempt to keep track of who was next just serving whoever happened to be in front of 

them. There were a lot of aggravated customers observed who obviously felt they were waiting too long to 

buy drinks. Average wait time was 5-8 minutes and it was a little harder to get drinks on the first floor 

compared to the other floors. Refills were not offered even when sitting at the bar with empty glasses in 

front of us. No menus were offered or even spotted anywhere during the visit.

Bartender Observation 

There was no attempt by any of the bartenders throughout the venue to upsell to premium spirits at any 

time. Whatever was ordered was made and delivered.

No introductions were made by any of the bartenders during either visit.



4 Did all bar staff use positive language at all times? YES 

5 Did the bartender(s) initiate any conversation? NO 

6 Did the bartender(s) smile and make eye contact with guests? YES 

6 Did the bartender(s) appear to enjoy their work? YES 

8 Did the bartender(s) appear to listen well and take drink orders correctly? YES 

9 Did the bar seem well organized? NO 

10 Did the bartender(s) at any time speak badly about the venue around guests? NO 

11 Were the bartenders chewing gum or eating at any time? YES 

12 Were any bartenders on the phone or texting at any time? YES 

13 Were the bartenders drinking anything while behind the bar? YES 

14 Was your overall experience with the bartender(s) smooth and professional? NO 

15 Would you return and ask for this bartender or bartenders in the future? NO 

 Comments: 

No introductions were made by any of the bartenders during either visit. All the bartenders were more or 

less dressed in black which was assumed to be the employee dress code. The female bartenders and servers 

were more dressed up in black outfits and/or dresses. The male bartenders were all dressed nicely with the 

exception of the two guys working on the third floor who were a lot more casual. It was assumed that this 

floor was intended to be more casual. Most of the staff appeared to be enjoying themselves and interacting 

with some regulars and/or friends. The black guy working the right side of the bar on the fourth floor on 

Saturday was extremely interactive with guests entertaining and dancing constantly, even while making 

drinks. The guy with dark hair working the middle of the first floor bar on Friday was also fairly personable 

with guests.

All of the bartenders were observed interacting with guests appropriately, although a bit slow at times. Most 

appeared to be enjoying their work but also had their heads down making drinks most of the time. It was 

nearly impossible to get anyone's attention without waiving money around.

Employees texting while working appears to be a MAJOR problem and impossible to not notice as a 

customer. On Friday night a group of 3 servers were observed all texting at the same time at the server 

station on the fourth floor. They were hanging around in that area for a long while texting and chatting. 

We revisited this area several times throughout both visits and observed the same thing several times. 

Friday night, we were sitting at the table right there against the wall next to the server station for about 

an hour (about 20-30 minutes with empty drinks) and were never asked if we wanted refills. The guy 

working that side of the bar (dark hair, older) was also seen texting around midnight on Friday. Texting 

was also seen at the door on Saturday.

Most of the bartenders were observed drinking during the visit, but it was not known if they were drinking 

alcohol or non-alcohol. There were several cups noticed on the first and fourth floor back bar on Saturday 

night which were being sipped by bartenders regularly.



 CATEGORY RATING (Scale of 1-10) 5

1 Did the bartender keep the bar top clean, dry, inviting and in order? YES 

2 Did the bartender(s) use the ice scoop properly? NO 

3 Did the bartender(s) ever put glassware directly in the ice bin to scoop ice? YES 

4 Was anything else kept in the ice bins other than cocktail ice? NO 

5 Were you offered all the liquor brands available? NO 

6 Was the bartender knowledgeable on the wine selection? N/A

6 Were you given a cocktail menu when requested? NO 

8 Were the bartenders using a free pour? YES 

9 Were the bartenders using jiggers to measure cocktails accurately? NO 

10 Were the jiggers washed between pours of different cocktails? NO 

11 Were free poured drinks measured at a consistent count? NO 

12 Did the bartender(s) handle all glassware correctly? NO 

13 Was the glassware clean, clear and free of chips? YES 

14 Were all beverages placed on clean beverage napkins or coasters? NO 

15 Were refills offered BEFORE glasses were empty or within 3 minutes of finishing? NO 

16 Were drinks garnished correctly? NO 

17 Did the bartender(s) know how to make all cocktails requested? YES 

18 Did the bartender need to look up basic cocktail recipes? NO 

Pouring & Serving  

The girl working the left side of the first floor bar was seen throwing large piles of napkins in the air into the 

crowd around midnight during the Saturday night visit.

All of the bartenders appeared to be low on change at times. The girl working the third floor bar was seen 

giving her own quarters from her tips to customers for change several times on Saturday nightbecause there 

were none in the register. The guy (scruffy beard/facial hair) working the third floor bar was seen a few times 

moving money from a gray bank bag several times Saturday night. It was assumed he may have been getting 

change but was unclear to us at the bar.

The crowd seemed to begin to die down around 12:30 Friday Night. The bartenders were concentrating more 

on cleaning and resetting the bar rather than facing the crowd and helping customers. (I like to see the bar 

staff always facing the customers ready to serve no matter what time it is, right up until the lights go on. 

Seeing them cleaning and closing down makes you feel like it's time to leave and go home and there was still 

nearly 90 minutes left in the evening). The same thing was observed on Saturday night, although a bit later in 

the night.



19 Were all mixed drinks made correctly and consistently?  NO 

20 Were wine glasses filled correctly? (6 ounces) YES 

21 Was draft beer poured correctly with the right amount of head? NO 

22 Did the bartender remember drinks for repeat orders? NO 

23 Were all drinks poured in view of the customers? NO 

24 Did the bartender clean the pouring station and tools between orders? NO 

25 Did the bartender wash their hands after handling cash? NO 

26 Were the bartender(s) visibly over-pouring? YES 

27 Were the bartender(s) visibly under-pouring? YES 

 Comments: 

Both guys working the third floor bar Friday night were pouring a little heavy on average but not in excess as 

seen in the rest of the building. Average pour count 4-5. The thin guy working the end of the bar closer to the 

stairs was seen randomly pouring a few 7 counts, but most were a bit above the house 4 count.

The guy (older, dark hair) working the left side of the fourth floor bar on Friday night (very nice) was pouring 

a lot of 7 count drinks but most at around a 5 count.

The bar was kept in decent order throughout the visit. All bartenders were seen scooping ice without using 

an ice scoop. We did not see anyone using real glassware to scoop ice. All glassware used was plastic, but it is 

still a good habit to always use an ice scoop to avoid anything other than ice ending up in the ice bins, which 

can be dangerous. All glassware was clean and free of chips and scratches. Most drinks were not garnished 

correctly or at all.

POURING - FRIDAY NIGHT

The girl (dark hair, tattoos) working the left side of the bar downstairs on Friday was the lightest pourer by 

far, pouring an average of 3-4 most of the time. There were several drinks poured heavier at 5-6 counts as 

well, however, but most drinks seemed to be under-poured. We purchased drinks from her when we arrived 

that were poured around a 3.5 count (an under-pour by house standards) that still in our opinion had plenty 

of alcohol in them and tasted correctly for the drinks ordered and the glassware used.

Both guys working the first floor bar on Friday were observed over-pouring most cocktails made throughout 

the night. The guy with the shaved head poured a few 6-7 count drinks. Average pour count between both 

guys was 5-6 with a few pours even higher.

All bartenders were using a free pour for all cocktails and shots served. We did not see any pours being 

measured at any time during the visit. Free pours were fairly inconsistent at times being under poured 

and at times being grossly over-poured. The average pour count was 5-6 for most drinks being made, with 

some being a great deal higher and some lower. Just about all straight shots were poured at a three count 

but only because the shot glasses being used were too small to pour any heavier. It was noticed that 

when mixed shots were ordered, they were often over-poured and not measured correctly leaving a lot of 

extra product in the mixing cup to be wasted and discarded.



 CATEGORY RATING (Scale of 1-10) 5

1 Were the POS/cash register displays operational and easily visible to customers? YES 

2 Was there a key in the register? NO 

3 Did the cash register or POS appear fully operational? YES 

4 Were all liquors ordered charged correctly? NO 

5 Did the bartender clearly quote prices when taking a cash sale? NO 

6 Were all drinks served over the bar rung into the register/POS? NO 

The girl working the fourth floor bar was pouring a consistent 5 count throughout the night on Saturday. She 

also had a lot of under-poured drinks. There may have been problems with clogged pourers as well.

Guy with shaved head working the fourth floor bar made 6 mixed shots. The pour count was accurate (if 

making cocktails) but there was a lot leftover after he filled all the shot glasses leaving a lot of waste leftover. 

Average pour for most drinks was a 5 count.

POURING - SATURDAY NIGHT

The girl working the middle of the bar on the fourth floor was over-pouring consistently with pours around a 

6 count most of the night. Some orders with multiple drinks made in line were poured more correctly. Drinks 

made on their own were usually over-poured. 

There seemed to be a great deal of waste when pouring draft beer at every bar. Either the beer is pouring too 

warm, the glasses are not ideal or more training is needed. A lot of beer is going down the drain on just about 

every pour.

All three bartenders on the first floor were pouring an average of a 5 count. The girl working the left side on 

the first floor had a lot of over-pours and a lot of under-pours. They seemed to vary depending on what else 

she was doing.

The guy working the third floor was pouring an average of 4-5, with a few drinks served well over a 4 count, 

but at a minimum. He seemed to be serving mostly beer.

The girl working on the third floor was fairly consistent with pours around 4 or just above. She was observed 

pouring a few well long islands with a 6-7 count.

Black guy on fourth floor was consistently over-pouring at a 5 count or above. He made a lot of drinks while 

dancing/entertaining, pouring a 4 count, dancing around and then topping it off with another 1-2 count. 

Average pour count was around 5, with a lot of 6-7 counts. We placed an order for a Grey Goose/Soda and a 

Three Olives Grape and Redbull. The correct amount was charged but the drinks were so strong they were 

undrinkable.

Very little wine was served during the visits but seemed to be poured more or less correctly and in the 

correct porportion.

Cash Handling & Sales Procedures 



6 Did the bartender call all bill denominations?  NO 

8 Did the bartender count back change to all customers? NO 

9 Was a receipt returned with change? NO 

10 Were all checks closed promptly when requested? YES 

11 Were paid checks picked up promptly when placed on the bar? NO 

12 Were all guests thanked for their business and any tips left on the bar? NO 

13 Were all wait staff cash transactions entered properly at the time of service? NO 

14 Did the bartender go directly to the register to enter the proper sales amount? NO 

15 Were ALL sales entered immediately upon taking cash from customers? YES 

16 Did the bartender ever take cash from more than one party at a time? YES 

17 Did the bartender buy any drinks for guests? YES 

18 Was a manager involved if drinks were bought for guests? NO 

19 Was the bartender(s) tips clearly kept away from the cash register? NO 

20 Did the bartender make change from the register drawer without ringing in a sale? NO 

21 Did the bartender at any time cash tips from the register drawer? NO 

 Comments: 

On Friday night, there was a group of 4 or 5 guys standing within the server station on the first floor being 

served by the girl with dark hair and tattoos on her back. Nothing appeared to be rung in after that order, but 

other  patrons were being served at the same which was added to a tab making it unclear if they were all on 

the same tab. It appeared as if they were not together but we are not certain. (It was unclear who the group 

of guys were and if they were friends, off-duty  employees etc.) It was assumed they were known because we 

noticed all other customers were being asked to move out of that area all night long and not allowed to order 

from there (with the exception of this group).

Bar staff appeared to be sharing cash registers logging in and out with every transaction. This makes it next to 

impossible to figure out what is being rung in as the screen is cleared immediately upon logging out and 

before they step out of the way so that the screen is in view. This was quite apparent on the fourth floor and 

on the first floor. 

All POS systems were set up facing the customers, however the buttons and read outs on them are way too 

small to be able to read the pricing from across the bar. The total sale is visible on screen immediately after 

the transaction is completed. There did not appear to be any keys left in the register and all POS screens 

appeared to be fully functional. All drinks served during the visit were charged correctly. There were a few 

transactions that were quoted wrong, but then charged correctly after it was rung into the system and the 

bartender realized she misquoted the price (Girl on third floor Saturday Night). Correct change was given on 

all occasions. Change was not counted back to customers and no receipts were given for any transactions.



 CATEGORY RATING (Scale of 1-10) 7

1 Were there servers on the floor when you arrived? YES 

2 Was your order taken within a few minutes of being seated? N/A

3 Did the server know the menu and were they able to answer questions?  N/A

4 Did the server mention the day’s specials? N/A

5 Did the server make any food or drink suggestions? N/A

6 Did the server handle glassware correctly? NO 

7 Did the server quote the price before taking payment? N/A

8 Was correct change returned after paying? N/A

9 Was the server pleasant and hospitable? YES 

10 Did your order come back correctly with everything ordered? N/A

11 Did the server thank guests for all gratuities? N/A

12 Did the server handle cash sales consistently? N/A

13 Did the server charge the same prices that were charged at the bar? N/A

14 Did the server check on you every 10-15 minutes or as drinks were finished? NO 

15 If there were any problems with the order were they corrected immediately? N/A

 Comments: 

Servers were observed delivering drinks by hand and not using trays at all, especially on the fourth floor.

There were several occasions on both nights when more than one party was served at the same time. It 

was unclear if they were all one big group, who was paying for what, who had tabs open, and who was 

not paying at all.

We did not see the servers cleaning or tidying up tables at all Friday night. Saturday night we did observe 

servers bussing tables and cleaning a lot more.

Most of the tip buckets were kept right next to the cash register, some were not visible. We did not observe 

any of the bartenders making change directly from their tips.

For the most part, it appeared that just about all transactions were either being added to existing tabs, new 

tabs or paid with cash. There were no instances observed where a bartender was blatantly stealing cash in 

plain site.

We did not have any dealings with servers on the floor directly. 3 Servers were observed texting and playing 

around at the server station on the fourth floor on Friday night. 

Food & Cocktail Servers 



 CATEGORY RATING (Scale of 1-10) 4

 

1 Were you given menus on arrival or when requested at the bar? N/A

2 Was your order taken within a few minutes of closing the menu? N/A

3 Did the bartender/server know the menu and were they able to answer questions?  N/A

4 Did the bartender mention the day’s specials? N/A

5 Were you offered additional items such as sides and sides? N/A

6 Were you set up for service before your order arrived? N/A

7 Was the silver and dinner ware clean without water spots? N/A

8 Did your order arrive in a reasonable amount of time? N/A

9 Was the food served correctly and in the right order? N/A

10 Did your order come back correctly with everything ordered? N/A

11 Did the bartender check to see how everything was within 5 minutes of service? N/A

12 Did the bartender offer dessert to you or anyone dining at the bar? N/A

13 Did the bartender make any suggestions on menu items? N/A

14 Were plates cleared within a few minutes of finishing? N/A

15 Was coffee/tea served with coasters, spoons, sugar, cream etc.? N/A

16 If there were any problems with the order were they corrected immediately? N/A

17 Were any special requests taken care of satisfactorily? N/A

 Comments: 

 CATEGORY RATING (Scale of 1-10) 

The server areas on the first and fourth floor were dark and cluttered with empty beer boxes piled up against 

the wall.

The girl working the beer tub in the hallway Friday night appeared to be very unhappy. She was not doing any 

business at anytime we walked by.

The bussers were not noticed on Friday night and the rooms were a bit messier on Friday. Saturday night we 

did spot a busser that was cleaning tables all night.

Not applicable

Food Service 

A lot of bottles were observed being handed to servers over the bar on the fourth floor. It was assumed they 

were for table service and were on a tab but that could not be confirmed.



1 Did everything ordered arrive from the kitchen with an attractive presentation? N/A

2 Were all items served as described on the menu when ordering? N/A

3 Did all hot menu items arrive hot? N/A

4 Did all cold menu items arrive cold? N/A

5 Were you asked if you needed anything else? N/A

6 Were any re-cooked items returned to the table by a manager? N/A

7 If there were any problems with the order were they corrected immediately? N/A

 Comments: 

 CATEGORY RATING (Scale of 1-10) 8

1 Was the check presented within 5 minutes of requesting it? 

2 Were there any discrepancies? 

3 Were all the prices on the check consistent with the menu prices? 

4 Did the server thank you when presenting the check? 

5 Was the check processed within a few minutes of placing it down? 

6 Did the server use the guest’s name on the credit card when returning the check? 

7 Was correct change given? 

8 Were you thanked for coming and asked to return soon? 

9 If there were any problems with the check were they corrected immediately? 

 Comments: 

 CATEGORY RATING (Scale of 1-10) 9

Food Quality 

Not applicable

Check Presentation 

All transactions were made with cash and there were no discrepancies other than a  misquoted price stated 

earlier which was corrected immediately. All prices were consistent with what we were provided with prior 

to the visit.

Manager Presence 



1 Was the manager present during your visit? YES 

2 Were there any problems that required a manager’s attention? NO 

3 If there were problems, did the manager handle them satisfactorily? YES 

4 Were any re-cooked items returned by the manager? N/A

5 Was the manager observed visiting with guests? YES 

6 Did you notice any change in staff behavior when the manager entered the room? NO 

7 Did you notice any change in staff behavior when the manager left the room? NO 

 Comments: 

 CATEGORY RATING (Scale of 1-10) 7

1 Did they entire staff appear to be working together? YES 

2 Did the bartenders/servers help guests of other servers when requested?  YES 

3 Did employees pick up floor debris rather than walk by it? NO 

4 Did you observe servers helping each other on the floor? YES 

5 Did servers help each other with large parties to improve service? YES 

6 Did the manager help the servers and bartenders when needed? YES 

7 Were the bar backs helping the bartenders when they were busy? YES 

 Comments: 

 CATEGORY RATING (Scale of 1-10) 8

The staff did appear to be working together. The servers were helping each other with tables and large orders. 

The staff on the bar was working pretty well together with no apparent "territory". They served everyone as 

needed. We did see a few servers and the bussers cleaning tables and bussing glassware. We did not notice 

anyone picking up debris from the floors. Several security guys walked up and down the stairs walking by all 

the trash and debris on the stairs without even noticing it.

Employee Interaction/Teamwork 

The floor manager's presence was not constant all night long which would be expected with so much floor area 

to cover. The bartenders appeared to be more on their own than under constant supervision. The floor 

manager was spotted several times during each visit, spending time at each bar, helping with register 

problems and chatting with staff and patrons. There were not any problems observed where a manager's 

presence was requested. There was not much change in staff behavior with or without the manager at the bar. 

They all seemed to get along more as peers.



1 Was the kitchen visible from the main floor? N/A

2 Was the visible kitchen area clean and presentable? N/A

3 Was the kitchen staff in uniform and presentable? N/A

4 Was there any excess noise coming from the kitchen? N/A

5 Was there any smoke or unpleasant odors coming from the kitchen? N/A

 Comments: 

 CATEGORY RATING (Scale of 1-10) 

1 Were the rest rooms clearly marked and easy to find? YES 

2 Was there a bathroom attendant? YES 

3 If there was an attendant were they in uniform? NO 

4 Was the rest room attendant courteous and professional? YES 

5 Was the floor clean, dry and free of debris? NO 

6 Was there ample paper towels, toilet paper and soap? YES 

7 Were all fixtures and walls clean? YES 

8 Was the waste basket lined, covered and empty? YES 

9 Were the rest rooms free of unpleasant odors? YES 

10 Did all the fixtures appear in working order? YES 

11 Was there a maintenance checklist that was updated and current? NO 

12 Was there a wait to use the men’s room? YES 

13 Was there a wait to use the ladies room? YES 

 Comments: 

Kitchen 

Not applicable

Rest Rooms 

All restrooms were a little messy but no more than one would expect with the type of crowd and the number 

of people in the building. There was not much of a wait on Friday night for the bathrooms. Saturday Night 

there was a short wait at most of them. There appeared to be a bathroom attendant in the men's room on 

Saturday night but it was not clear if he actually worked there or was just standing there.



 CATEGORY RATING (Scale of 1-10) 8
 


